
Bell Ringer

1. Two students pass out comp. books.

2. Title this entry: “Write Now: Ali”

3. On the next blank page in your comp. book, answer the following: 
What challenges does Ali face inside and outside of the ring? 

What makes Ali a warrior? 

4. Answers must re-state the question and be written in complete 
sentences.

5. Sit silently waiting for further directions.



Housekeeping

HOMEWORK:

• Complete two weekly A3K choice articles 

by Saturday at 11:59 P.M.



The Fine Print

Standards:

I can compare and contrast as text to an audio, video, or multimedia version 
of the text, analyzing each medium’s portrayal of the subject. (RI.3.7) 

I can analyze the main ideas and supporting details presented in diverse 
media and formats and explain how the ideas clarify a topic, text, or issue 
under study. (SL.1.2)

Objectives:

I can…

• analyze using two or more texts

• analyze using various texts

• read closely

• use text evidence



Essential Question

How does each medium portray Ali’s transformation from contender 

to warrior/champion? 



Guided Practice

• As you view the video, 

analyze for how this medium 

portrays Muhammad Ali 

from contender to warrior.

• Add your observations to the 

central column.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jIxbhA4su0g


1 “Muhammad Ali” Analysis Chart

PRINT ANALAYSIS MULTIMEDIA

• Ali’s persevered in both his 

career (boxing) and his 

personal life (coping with 

Parkinson’s.)

• Despite racism, being biased 

against for his religion, and 

standing up for his (political) 

beliefs he still had a heart to 

help others in both his local 

community and the world.



2 “Muhammad Ali” Analysis Chart

PRINT ANALAYSIS MULTIMEDIA

-Ali’s career was an uphill battle 

from the beginning, but he 

persevered. People doubted his

ability from his first fight against 

Liston, but he used strategies and 

defeated the then-champion. 

When he lost, he didn’t give up, 

but started from the bottom and 

re-gained his championship.



3 “Muhammad Ali” Analysis Chart

PRINT ANALAYSIS MULTIMEDIA

• By dodging the draft due to his 

Islamic religious practices, this 

shows his values. He gave up 

boxing for three years and stuck 

to the principle.

• Ali was strongly against racial 

discrimination. This is 

evidenced by how he threw his 

Olympic medal into a river when 

he was denied service in an all-

white restaurant. He valued fair 

treatment over fame or 

recognition.



5 “Muhammad Ali” Analysis Chart

PRINT ANALAYSIS MULTIMEDIA

• Ali was a fighter both in and out 

of the ring. Focusing on his 

personal battles, he dealt with 

health conditions, and still 

managed to advocate for 

human rights globally.

• Changing his name from 

Cassius Clay to Muhammad Ali 

was used as motivation and 

pride carried throughout his life 

to signal his conversion to the 

Islamic faith.



7 “Muhammad Ali” Analysis Chart

Point A: Similarities  Point B: ANALAYSIS

1. Banned from boxing 3.5 years

2. Name change

3. Presidential medal of Freedom 

4. Refused service

5. Olympics

6. Retired from boxing

7. Muslim religion

8. Refusal to fight in the Vietnam 

War (be drafted)





Work Period

• Hold on to your “Muhammad Ali” Analysis Chart. You will need it for 
the closing.

• Catch-up on what you need to catch-up on:

• Achieve 3000: “The Greatest” (BR poll – Thought Question)

• Annotating and highlighting supporting arguments for “Children at Work.” 
(See teacher for materials)



Packing Up Checklist

HOMEWORK:
 Weekly A3Ks due Sunday at 

11:59 P.M.

DO THE FOLLOWING:

1.Keep out your chart and 
pen/pencil for the closing

2. Return teacher’s supplies you 
borrowed where they belong

3.Throw away trash

4.Pack-up personal belongings

5.Sit silently and wait for teacher 

to dismiss you.

Does our cart look how it started?



Closing – Exit Ticket

On the back of your analysis chart paper, answer the following. Then 
place in the class inbox. This is your ticket out of class.

How does each medium portray Ali’s transformation from contender 
to warrior/champion? 


